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FRANK STANFORD AS A CHILD OF 
ALPHABET CITY
TERRANCE HAYES

In my next life let me be dear black bird
Born with a foot on the ass of all assholes
 
None of them will remember me
More startled than starlight or starling last year hidden
 
In the bushes beside a river running down the valley
In my next life let me be dear black bear
 
Strong enough to pull my childish true enemy
From the dark vanguard down the street
 
Where Monk’s imitators play the same nonlinear blues
I spend the evenings playing alone
 
Force him to comb the village for the copy
Of the Dutchman I left beside a yellow gal on a subway
 
Covered in names spray-painted in lovely illegible graffiti
Throw hot vowels in the face of anyone peddling myth and fame

 

Machine versus engine  Shade versus shadow
The people who come after you versus the people behind you
 
Anything versus everything
If I live to be a four year old black girl again
My sky black dress will never be as black as my afro
If I live to be a ten year old shotgun again
 

Black as an anvil full of buckshot
Raise me with my mother in Alphabet City
 
Force our enemies to gather all the stones in a beautiful meadow
They will make up strange godly gos-
pels to pass the exhausted evenings 
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UNSENT MESSAGE TO MY BROTHER 
IN HIS PAIN
LEON STOKESBURY

 This poem most recently appeared in  
 You Are Here (University of Arkansas  
 Press, 2016)

Please do not die now.  Listen.
Yesterday, storm clouds rolled
out of the west like thick muscles.
Lightning bloomed.  Such a sideshow
of colors.  You should have seen it.
A woman watched with me, then we slept.
Then, when I woke first, I saw
in her face that rest is possible.
The sky, it suddenly seems 
important to tell you, the sky
was pink as a shell.  Listen
to me.  People orbit the moon now.
They must look like flies around
Fatty Arbuckle’s head, that new
and that strange.  My fellow American,

I bought a French cookbook.  In it
are hundreds and hundreds of recipes.
If you come to see me, I shit you not,
we will cook with wine.  Listen 
to me.  Listen to me, my brother,
please don’t go.  Take a later flight,
a later train.  Another look around.
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THE LIGHT THE LIVING SEE
ADA LIMÓN

We’re stopped in Subiaco
    to lay stones on stone
        at a fellow penner’s grave

where we jaw, punch-drunk
    and carsick, about being buried
        or burned up. “I don’t want

to take up any more space,”
    I tell the boys, both fathers now,
        who, shaped like trees, lean

toward the earth. I imagine
    their old daughters leaving a slice
        of gas station moon pie,

rye, a nickel plated acorn, ladies
    picnicking in the shade of a pine
        as immobile as the body’s husk.

Chemicals and maggots, sure,
    but also a place to grieve, a creek,
        a constellation of death to count on.

These men know something
    I don’t. That someone will grieve
        past their bones, count on them
to be there among the shaded trunks
    of pines like the stark bars
        of a generous cage.

(What if no one comes to the cliffside
    where my skin’s ashes set sail?
        No mourning kin, no lost hitchhiker.)

But friends, it’s lunchtime,
    and doesn’t my mouth still work;
        my appetite, my forked tongue?
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FRANK STANFORD:  
IN LEENUS ORTH’S WORDS
ATA MOHARRERI

 The following derives from a recorded and  
 transcribed conversation. April 2015, near  
 St. Benedict’s Cemetery at Subiaco, Arkansas.

   
Little rocks, dry,  orange mud, and pine needles framed the foot-

stone. I walked across a field of fescue grass that dipped down and to 
the left. The Ouachita Mountain lands, overlooking farms, forests, and 
Subiaco Academy, cut into the horizon behind me. When I stepped far 
enough into the field I could see a catfish pond’s muddy waters and the 
dock where I was supposed to meet him, Leenus Orth, an eighty-nine 
year old Benedictine monk who, some have said, had more influence 
on the late poet Frank Stanford than anyone else, living or dead. 

Orth sat on one of two red chairs nailed to the dock. His back was 
to me. He looked into the blonde-green water, rippling with light. He 
wore a black polo shirt. His broad shoulders kept level, his head of 
white hair tousled. He didn’t hear me approach as I walked up and sat 
on the red chair to his left.

Orth’s old tree trunk legs bent at their knees angled outward over 
his wide feet, sporting black New Balance shoes and white socks under 

a pair of black slacks. We were old friends before we even shook hands 
and introduced ourselves. He asked about the origins of my name. I told 
him. He quickly understood me then. We traded stories of Tennessee 
and Arkansas, wrestling and boxing, and growing old and dying, before 
I got to ask questions. 

“No kidding, how long did you teach for?” I asked. 
“I taught Senior English at Subiaco Academy from nineteen fif-

ty-four to nineteen eighty,” he replied. 
A brim jumped; its side caught light that flashed in the corner of 

my eye. 
“Who did students, such as Frank Stanford, read in your class?” I asked.
“Chaucer, Shakespeare, Dunne, when I am done I am Dunne-

done,” he joked, “Alexander Pope, Wordsworth, and how much are 
Wordsworth’s words worth?” he joked again, “Coleridge and Keats and, 
of course, Flannery O’Connor, Graham Greene, and I know Stanford 
read voraciously the traditional Faulkner, Steinbeck, Hemingway, and 
all the boarders read Salinger’s Catcher; actually, the students were 
supposed to let us know what they were reading but Frank probably 
figured that violated freedom of speech.”

He continued, “I started a small poetry booklet, called it The Rock 
Quarry, after Frank asked for something just on poetry or student 
reflections. On one of his many visits back to Subiaco, Frank laughed 
when he picked up a copy of the Quarry and I asked, ‘Did you find the 
poems to be non-poetry?’ ‘No!’ he replied, ‘I was laughing at the editor 
who is like me and writes about half the poems.’ He explained that he 
did the same for Lost Roads.”

“When’d you meet Frank Stanford?” I asked.
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“I first met Frank in Mountain Home when he was about thirteen. 
He lived with his mother, Dorothy Gildart Stanford, and stepfa-
ther-Stanford on Mallard Point, a jutting peninsula on Lake Norfork, 
Mountain Home. He worked that summer on a boat dock. Since I was 
asked to teach water skiing, I figured it might be wise to know how to 
ski myself! After Monday Mass, I went down to the dock and there I got 
a shock: The thirteen year-old was the ski instructor!” Orth hollered 
and smacked one of his thighs. 

He fell back into the memory, “’Just get your skis on top of the 
water and hang onto the rope,’ the boy-Stanford said as he helped me 
put on a pair for the first time. ‘I will pull until you stay on, ya hear, 
just stay on!’”

Leenus Orth paused.
He started back, “Using his mother’s deck boat, he pushed the 

throttle fast forward. I popped up like a cork coming out of a cham-
pagne bottle. The only trouble, my legs were heading in different direc-
tions and whipping up water like an old geyser!” 

We heard a splash. A wasp went by my eyelids.
Orth resumed, “While this battle for survival shuddered behind 

the boat, Frank seemed more concerned with tuning a radio with what 
came to me over the wind and water, sounded like Elvis Presley, the 
King of Rock, also with roots in Mississippi! Sheer power of the legs, 
only about twenty-eight years old, the same age, about, Frank’s death 
took place, stubbornly refused to surrender. By the time Frank glanced 
back, I got my legs close to me and, while I looked more like a porpoise 
cutting through the water, I was up. Apparently satisfied, Frank made 

a long turn and headed back to the dock. When I finally crawled back 
onto the dock, Frank said, ‘You got up. That will be five dollars!’” 

“Comedian!” I hooted.
“He lived a certain double-life here. He didn’t want anyone to know 

he was a poet, but, when I had close contact with him in his weight 
lifting, karate, boxing, and later Senior English and Literature classes, 
I realized he was way ahead of the ordinary. Frank wrote and had pub-
lished his first poem when he was an eight year-old boy!”

“Was he a good student?” I asked.
“Frank presented some problems. His racist remarks. My conjec-

ture, he used satire to say what you hear on the redneck circuit and to 
remain in mode. Frank’s summer playmates were all black and that 
suited Frank’s childhood. His memories of friends are featured in 
many early delightful revelations—Born in the Camp with Six Toes, 
Baby Gauge, Ray Baby, Mose and BoBo! And Singing Knives revealed 
the poet’s early difficulty, his struggle to distinguish between dreams 
and reality. Did Frank adopt that guise to avoid depression over decep-
tion of the dictation at the time—there were many more adoptions at 
the time. The going philosophy: Don’t tell! Dorothy especially wanted 
to keep secret Frank’s origin. He came from an orphanage, delivered 
by a lady of the night!”

He shed more light. “He was a good student in my class. Paid close 
attention. Other teachers had complaints and they talked with Dorothy 
about them. Frank had a great imagination, as I recall, but his spelling 
and grammar left something to be desired. The folks at the University 
let me know about it! He took notes occasionally but not often. At the 
time, we were among the first in the early nineteen-fifties to accept 
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VIRGINIA
BRAD TRUMPFHELLER

I did see the boy dead
drunk in the fog off bags 
of wine floating in the river
bodyhot in the fog coming
off the river the boy dead 
drunk I saw him take
off his shirt then his  
pants the bag of wine hot
coming off his body I saw 
him everywhere I did not
say anything I waited 
until it was safe for me
to take off mine I am 
still waiting I saw him 
curl into his bag his
bodybag of wine I did
not take off my pants 
he did not see me I was
still off in the trees still
as a corpse I saw him 
touch himself the way 

I would touch him I
knew then I knew from
how he touched his body
that he knew he was
safe that he knew he
would never die




